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Introduction 
Basal area increment (BAI) is used in forest growth and modeling studies because it provides an 
accurate quantification of wood production due to the ever-increasing diameter of a growing tree 
(Rubino and McCarthy 2000). The BAI growth of individual trees typically follows a sigmoidal 
pattern: BAI increases rapidly from young to middle age, plateaus and remains level during a 
protracted period of middle age and then declines as trees become old age (Weiner and Thomas 
2001). This BAI trend may be related to an increasing tree canopy during early age, a constant 
canopy volume during middle age, and then a physiological decline in old trees (Spiecker et al. 
1996). The sigmoidal growth model using BAI may represent an excellent means for detecting 
post-European settlement changes in tree growth in eastern North America. BAI is often ignored in 
dendrochronological studies in lieu of raw or standardized ring width indices (Briffa et al. 1998). 
In this study, we take a unique approach of examining BAI changes over time across all age 
classes from young to old trees, rather than just studying the oldest individuals of each species 
where a sample bias may exist (Cherubini et al. 1998, Voelker et al. 2006). Two tree species were 
chosen for the study: hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) and blackgum (Nyssa sylvatica). The primary 
objectives of the study are to examine the following: 

1. Tree growth rate (including BAI) variation from young to old age classes for contrasting species. 
2. The relationship between tree growth rate and maximum longevity for species and for individual 

trees. 
3. Whether young trees are growing faster than older trees when they were at the same age vis-à-

vis global change phenomenon. 
4. Comparing growth trends using basal area increment (BAI) versus ring width index (RWI). 
 
Methods 
The International Tree Ring Data Bank (ITRDB) was used to compile tree ring chronologies for the 
two study species. Several of the contributing investigators were contacted personally to ensure 
that they posted complete chronologies extending from the bark to the pith of the trees recorded. 
Ring width chronologies of the selected species were used to calculate tree age and average 
yearly growth rates in basal area increment (BAI expressed as mm2/year). Basal area increment 
(BAI) measurements were calculated for each tree. To calculate BAI, the diameter of an individual 
tree is divided by 2 to obtain the radius in centimeters. The radius is multiplied by the number Pi 
(3.14) to equal the area of the circle. To find the annual incremental growth for year X, the following 
equation is employed: X-(X-1)/(X-1), where X is the basal area at year X (last year of growth) and 
X-1 is the basal area of the tree measured up to the year previous to X. Basal area increments 
(cm2) obtained for each individual ring of every core were then multiplied by 100 to obtain 
measurements in mm2. 
Cores of each species of interest previously collected in Dr. Abrams’ lab were reanalyzed for age 
and growth rate by measuring annual growth increments on a TA Unislide Velmex machine (0.002 
mm precision; Velmex Inc., Bloomfield, NY). This data was used in conjunction with the 
chronologies obtained from the ITRDB. These cores were taken as low as possible on each tree 
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above buttressing, mounted on wood blocks and sanded with increasingly finer grit sandpaper (60 
grit to 3200 grit in some cases; i.e., blackgum cores) in preparation for measurement with the 
Velmex machine. The cores were crossdated by hand using skeleton plotting to check for missing 
and false rings using the identification of signature years (Stokes and Smiley 1968). A skeleton plot 
evaluates tree ring width in relation to the rest of the rings of each tree in a stand. Signature years 
with consistently small or large rings are caused by an extreme climatic or disturbance event that 
allowed for increased or decreased growth across many trees in a stand. The identification of 
signature years allows for the identification of each ring to an exact chronological year. Cores were 
also crossdated using the computer program COFECHA (Holmes 1983), which analyzes each 
measured ring width series individually. COFECHA bases its analysis on a master chronology of all 
the cores compiled and calculates a correlation coefficient indicating how well the interannual 
variability in ring widths correlates with the other ring-width series. Ring width chronologies 
obtained from the ITRDB have been subjected to rigorous cross dating standards and checked 
with COFECHA. The raw ring widths recorded for remeasured and newly collected core sets were 
converted to BAI in the same manner as ring widths collected from the ITRDB (see above 
procedure). 
The relationship between growth rate and age class was analyzed for each tree based on 30 year 
age classes for the entire life of the tree. For each age class, growth was separated into 10 year 
increments, and 10-year growth rates were calculated by averaging together all values of BAI in 
the first 10 years, second 10 years, etc. Average 10-year growth rates were calculated and 
standard error time series of decadal average growth were plotted and compared between age 
classes (Minitab 14, 2003). A repeated measures ANCOVA (Analysis of Covariance) was used to 
compare each tree’s decadal mean growth rates both within and among age classes (SAS 9.1, 
2002). Adjusted p-values were generated for each age class comparison. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Hemlock trees exhibit significantly increasing BAI growth over time in all age classes except 300+ 
year old trees; these trees reached a growth plateau after 200 years (Fig. 1a). Fast-growing 
hemlock trees fall in the four youngest age classes (90 to 210 years old), whereas slow-growing 
hemlock are in the four oldest age classes (210 to 300+ years old). Significant differences in BAI 
growth rates are seen between these younger versus older age classes. Trees in the older age 
classes also grew significantly slower than younger trees at the same age. Hemlock trees in the 
90-120 year age class had highly variable raw ring growth over time (Fig. 1b). Trees in the 120-300 
year age classes typically had flat raw growth curves, although 120-180 year old hemlock had 
large increases in raw growth in recent years. Hemlock trees in the 300+ age class had slightly 
declining raw growth over time, despite increasing BAI for the first 320 years of growth, after which 
BAI more-or-less plateaued. 
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Figure 1: Hemlock decadal average growth rates in basal area increment (A) and raw ring widths (B) for 
each age class. Each decade indicates a 10-year period of averaged growth over all hemlock trees in the 
data set. 
 
Blackgum trees in all age classes exhibited increasing BAI with increasing age, including trees 
over 300 years old (Fig. 2a). A growth plateau seen in the oldest trees of some other species is not 
evident in blackgum trees even after 400 years of age. Blackgum trees over 300 years old had the 
slowest growth rates of all age classes. The 30-60 and 60-90 year old blackgum display the fastest 
growth rates, including several growth peaks. Significant differences in growth rate occurred 
between disparate age classes, e.g., 30-60 versus 300+ years old. Few significant differences in 
growth were displayed between blackgum trees in similar age classes. Older blackgum trees grew 
slower than younger blackgum trees at the same age. Raw ring growth in blackgum was variable 
but tended to be flat over time, although trees in the oldest age classes (240+ years) had a trend of 
increasing raw growth (Fig. 2b).  
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Figure 2: Blackgum decadal average growth rates in basal area increment (A) and raw ring widths (B) for 
each age class. Each decade represents a 10-year period of averaged growth over all blackgum trees in the 
data set. 
 
Temporal variation in growth for the 20 oldest trees of hemlock and blackgum on an individual site 
are also investigated. Although sample sizes over age classes are not constant in this analysis, the 
number of trees included is sufficient to determine significant growth trends. Hemlock trees from 
Ramsey’s Draft, VA display a decreasing raw ring width trend early on, followed by a fairly constant 
growth trend (Fig. 3a). This translates to increasing BAI trends over the lives of the 20 oldest trees 
(Fig. 3c). Calculated RWI values standardize the raw ring width chronology, flattening out 
increasing or decreasing trends that are present in the raw and BAI curves (Fig. 3b). Variation is 
indicated with the RWI graph, but general growth trends are masked. Blackgum trees from Mohonk 
State Park, NY, follow a similar pattern in these measurements. Raw ring widths show a 
decreasing pattern that level off somewhat, with a slight increase toward the end of the curve (Fig. 
4a). Basal area increment values display a distinctly increasing trend over the entire life of the 
trees (Fig. 4c), while ring width index values are standardized to show variation around the master 
chronology (Fig. 4b). The results of this analysis indicate that the increasing growth trend in BAI 
was completely masked in the RWI data.  
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Figure 3: Ramsey’s Draft, VA, hemlock average growth rates in raw ring widths (A), ring width index (B), and 
basal area increment (C). 
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Figure 4: Mohonk State Park, NNY, blackgum average growth rates in raw ring widths (A), ring width index 
(B), and basal area increment (C). 
 
The major results of this study are that 1) the majority of trees in all age classes had increasing 
growth (measured in BAI) throughout their life, including most of the oldest trees; 2) over the last 
50 to 100 years, younger trees within a species grew faster than did the older trees when they 
were the same age in the past; 3) trees in the oldest age classes for each species grew 
significantly slower throughout their life than younger trees; 4) highly shade tolerant trees, that also 
include trees growing on poor quality sites, have inherently slow growth, implying a relationship 
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between growth rate and longevity; and 5) dendrochronological studies that rely totally on RWI 
may be missing important growth trends that are apparent in BAI. 
BAI measurements in this study consistently increased over the life of the trees, including all age 
classes from young to old. The increase in growth in young trees is expected from the sigmoidal 
model because BAI should increase as young trees produce an increasingly larger leaf canopy 
(Spiecker et al. 1996). However, a remarkable finding of this study is that even the oldest trees for 
each species continued to produce increasing BAI values throughout the life of most trees. This 
contradicts the sigmoidal growth model that predicts growth should plateau and then decline as 
middle age trees approach old age (Ryan and Yoder 1997, Weiner and Thomas 2001). The 
increasing BAI exhibited by both young and old trees in this study is also indicated by a quasi-
constant raw ring width trend, rather than negative exponential. The latter case is expected when a 
constant amount of wood is distributed over an increasingly larger tree diameter. A constant raw 
ring width over time means that the tree is producing an increasingly larger amount of wood (BAI) 
each year. This trend is not indicated in RWI because of standardization of the chronologies. 
Why are young trees growing faster than older trees and older trees growing faster than predicted 
by the sigmoidal model over the last century or more? We believe that this is most likely due to 
anthropogenic global change defined in the broadest sense, i.e., including both land-use history 
and atmospheric factors (cf. Innes 1991, Briffa et al. 1998, Voelker et al. 2006). The latter includes 
increased CO2 levels, warming temperatures, increased precipitation, and changes in precipitation 
chemistry (Aber et al. 1989). Yearly average temperatures, atmospheric CO2 and nitrogen levels 
have increased in the eastern U.S. (as well as much of the rest of the world) over the last 50 to 100 
years (Körner 2000, IPCC 2007). The results of this lead to the intriguing hypothesis that the 
continuation of global change factors that have a stimulatory effect on tree growth may act to 
reduce tree longevity in the future, as fast growing trees are less likely to obtain the maximum 
longevity for the species. 
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